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Preface

It is an honor to compile this history of the Suncoast Writers Guild. When I volunteered to write
it, I did not have a plan as to the final form. But when I began the research, a shape and a
possible format materialized. My plan was to:
a) provide an early history of the guild and its members;
b) recognize those who guided the guild through its growth and their written work;
c) capture the writings and contributions of the present membership;
d) summarize with a timeline that showcased the guild and its members each year. Since
we have been gifted with many prolific writers through the past 25 years, I decided to spotlight a
member’s first publication in the timeline.
Thanks to past and present members who have shared their memories and experiences.
You made this history happen. Though it is in no way complete, I offer this work as a glimpse
into the Guild-past, present, and future.
Two of the original members, Roy Ault and Janet Olshewsky, graciously dialed up their
time machines and offered information regarding the Guild’s beginnings.
Phyllis Reading has been a treasure trove. She provided her recollections of the early
years, files from when she and her husband Bernie served as President of the Guild, and samples
of Bernie’s poetry and snippets from several members who have passed.

iii

Kari Burgess tackled research in the Elsie Quirk Library with the tenacity of a terrier. She
unearthed some great gems. Thank you, Kari.
Cheryl Baker suggested and Jean Airey agreed to contribute her article on how she
modernized Inkings and took our annual publication to a higher level. I think you will agree with
me that we are very fortunate to have someone of Jean’s caliber, background, and skill set
spearheading Inklings publication. We have come a long way from the typed pages of 25 years
ago. Her article is also a step by step guide to publishing.
Linda Lou Lewis shared her files on the Guild and over glasses of tea, she and Cheryl,
and I shaped the final stages and format of this history. We all agreed that history looks forward
and is never static; therefore, the history will be available on our webpage, www.suncoast.com,
so we can continue to update it.
I also felt that a history has the obligation to capture the present as well. So I asked
current members to send one line of poetry or sentence. I was not prepared for how pleasurable it
turned out to be to read these nuggets and how many questions rose from their words. I hope
readers find them as much fun as I did. A grateful thank you to those who contributed. The
submissions are arranged in alphabetical order by surname.
Any errors or omissions are, of course, mine. Please email any corrections or suggestions.

Kate Nixon
Katenixon01@gmail.com
November 2015
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Englewood Area Writers Guild Philosophy

To bring together, in a professional setting, persons interested in the art of writing; to exchange
ideas, to provide a support system; to provide critiques and educational opportunities.

Purpose
a) To bring together, in a professional setting, persons interested in the art of writing;
b) To exchange ideas;
c) To provide a support system;
d) To provide critiques and educational opportunities.

v

The Beginning
Roy Ault, Founding Member, Former Director, and Life Member

Sometime in 1989 I was invited by Mary Bradberry to attend a meeting of folks to form a
new writers guild. Mary was a friend of mine and at the time was working at Ann’s
Flowers. She had yet to start writing for the Sarasota Herald Tribune. I was in my third
year of writing columns for the Englewood Sun. I think I was the token man.
We met at Helen Vorhee's condo in Quails Run to found the guild. We made up a
list of bylaws and started in business. I remember someone had to apply somewhere for
us to attain official status as a non-profit and all of that - although I was not involved.
We met at Elsie Quirk for many years - back in what is now, I believe, the children’s
area. The upstairs meeting room was not yet in existence. Cass Lewis was our first
director. Cass was very opinionated and had a very forceful personality. We have NO
one in our current group who could come close to matching her. She was referred to as
the "mouth of the south", because she lived in the Rotonda area. But she was a good
director = no nonsense.
Dora K. T. Smith was our second director. I kind of felt sorry for her as Cass kind of
gave her a rough time - but Dora could hold her own. She was a good poet. She started
the Poetry Pod and it was held at her house for years. She also was an excellent sculptor.
She was my treasurer and did very well.
Juanita Beresford-Redmond was our third director. She was probably the most
talented poet we have had. She was offered and took a summer of work at Kenyon
College. She was a very good director. One of the very best. She and her
husband David were very close friends of ours. We were neighbors and socialized a


great deal. She moved to California to be with their only child, Bruce. Just recently
Juanita e-mailed me for the first contact in years. I suggested to her that she contribute
something to both Inklings and the 25th. It would be great if she did.
I was the fourth director. As a group we did things a little different back then. Every
year we did Inklings and every other year we sponsored a writers’ conference at the
Country Club. The writers’ conferences were excellent and very well attended. The year I
was director we did both. Believe me it was a lot of work, but both turned out well. I
sold my first book, You’re Driving Me Crazy at our first Writer's Conference held that
year at the then Englewood Country Club. I had been working on it for months and it
was supposed to be ready a few days before the conference. The publisher was right here
in Englewood. It was not ready. Halfway through the conference I left and drove
to Englewood. He had about a dozen books ready and I grabbed them and went back to
the conference. Sold a couple, but overall it has been a good seller.
Also, as a group we attended a writers conference in Ft. Myers and had a couple
social events. Mary Bryan was my secretary - she was great, Dora K Smith, was
and Willy Gurlatz was our social person. All three are deceased.
Richard Sinclair Haines succeeded me. He was very good but moved after that
year, never to return.
For years we had a poetry and prose critique in April. It was always well attended
and a highlight of the year. It was held at the Art Guild. It went all day and we broke for
lunch. At first everyone brought their own sack lunch, but as the years went by we had a
fixed lunch = very good. I was a reader for a long time as was David Beresford -



Redman. I loved to read at the critiques and I'd practice for hours on the pieces at home
as I wanted to give the author my very best.
Somewhere along the way we had a director from Venice, Bennett Gross. He was
responsible for changing the name from The Englewood Writers Guild to the Suncoast
Writers Guild. It was not well accepted and after he left the group it was changed to The
Suncoast Writers Guild of Englewood.

Janet Olshewsky, Founding Member and Life Member

The organizing committee met at Giorgio's many times, in a back corner, as we
hammered out what we thought the Englewood Area Writers' Guild should be. My first
book, More Than an Average Guy, had just been published, and I was teaching English
composition as a dual credit class at LBHS, so I when I was invited to be part of the
planning committee, I thought it was a way of "giving back" to the community.
When we held our first public meeting, we had no idea who or how many would
show up. Before very long, there were enough members that we divided into poetry pods
and other genre groups.
Shortly after that, I resigned from the steering committee because of other
commitments, but I've always felt a deep sense of satisfaction from having been part of
getting that Guild going.





Directors/Presidents:
1990

Cass Lewis

(Englewood Area Writers Guild)

1991

Dora K. T. Smith

1992-3

Juanita Beresford-Redman

1994

Roy Ault

1995

Richard Sinclair Haines

1996

Bill Osborn

1997

Anna Lisa Fales

1998-99

Bennett Gross

(1999-Name changed to Suncoast Writers
Guild)

2000

Walter Blumenthal

2001

James C. Gray

2003-04

Bernie Reading

(2003-Suncoast Writers Guild of
Englewood)

2005-06

Kit Henderson

2007

Phyllis Reading

2008

Lauretta (Rhet) Evans

2009-10

Ann Favreau

2011-12

Ed Ellis

2012-14

Ann Favreau

2015

Jean Airey

(2012-Suncoast Writers Guild, Inc.)



Other Early Facts Researched by Kari Burgess

The first slate of officers chosen were:
Director--------------Cass Lewis
Asst. Director-------Dora Smith
Treasurer-------------Ed Lepine
Secretary-------------Henry Willis
Bob Kelly

Mary Bradberry loved writing and wrote for many years pieces for the Englewood Sun.
Mary Bryan was one of the first members to sign the charter. She served as secretary
from 1992-2002. Writing and poetry were her passion.
Dora KT Smith served as director of The Writers Guild. She decided to form a separate
group for poetry writers. The Poetry Pod is still a branch of The Writers Guild. Dora
published a book of poetry, Sometimes I Think About.



How We Grew
Phyllis Reading, Former Director and Life Member

Kudos to Suncoast Writers for 25 years of existence. I joined in 2001, very nervous, not
knowing what to expect. The word, Guild threw me but no worry! I met a wonderful
bunch of folks.
I met Bernie at the Guild, we married, enjoyed our involvement thru the years and
the friends we made. (So many good writers) We especially enjoyed the Poetry Pod, a
sub-group formed by the late Dora Smith.
At first, meetings were held at her home but thanks to her and the late Velma
Ridings (members of the Englewood Art Center), a place was established for the Guild.
Although the poets contributed to "Inklings", which was not published every year,
the Pod published a book of Poetry until 2003 when Jean Airey stepped forward and with
others, published the "Inklings" from 2004 every year. At that time, Dora evidently
decided there was no need for a separate poetry book as the Pod could now contribute
every year.
Member involvement is so important in organizations. I salute our members who
are pitching in. I feel that is why the Guild has lasted so long. I must also extend thanks
to Founder, Roy Ault who is still active and shares the Guild History with us.
I am proud as Bernie was to be a Life Member. I wish the Guild many more
years.



Other Guild Writers Who Contributed to Our Growth

1995- Cass Lewis wrote an article about the sixth birthday of the Guild in Written
Images. The membership stood at 59 with 20 published authors. She noted that the Guild
had published three Inklings and held its fourth professional conference. She suggested
that authors who participated in the monthly in-house discussion/critique sessions not be
faint-hearted.
Following is a list of those 1995 members and one of their titles/Inklings publishing
credit:
Anne Allison: “Ullie’s Dream” (short story) Short Stories International
Juanita Beresford-Redman: Siblings (chapbook)
Mary Bryan: Columnist, Rotonda Review
Lucile Cavanagh: Why Me? A Woman’s Search for Healing
George Dabbert: Inklings
Willie Gurlacz: Seagull
Bob Kelley: Inklings
Roy King: Swimming Pool and Spa Heating Application
Betty Kurtz: “Neighbor” in The House by the Side of the Road
Jean Lapey: “Navigating Today’s World of Communication,” Mature Lifestyles
Bob Lefebvre: Inklings

Lisa Lefebvre: Inklings
Ann Lewandowski: Explorer
Cass Lewis: Englewood Sun Herald
Sally Milliken: Columnist, Englewood Sun Herald
Pat Newton: Publisher/Editor, IMAGES
Marion O’Gorman: Columnist, Venice Gondolier
Bernie Reading: IMAGES
Randy Riggs: IMAGES
Kathryn Sandige: Honeycomb
Mary Schoenecker: IMAGES
Bernie Sullivan: Hannah’s Story
Henny Willis: Inklings
Sandy Zgonce: EAWG Pen Points

2002- Willie Gurlacz joined the guild in 1990. Bernie Reading featured her in his
column, “The Prose and Poets Corner” of The Sun in 2002. Willie served as the Guild’s
membership director and as a member credited the Guild for helping her branch out from
prose to poetry. To quote her, “The Guild is extremely helpful to its members by
providing a friendly environment for the development of writing skills. The Guild hires

speakers and runs workshops for all levels of writers from the totally untried to some
whose work has been published in some respected literary magazines.

2004-The INKLINGS 2004 Publication Story
Jean Airey, Chairman

The Englewood Writers Guild had a sucker volunteer: I had the software, we had lots of
work that members had done, and it was time to publish another anthology.
We weren't sure what the cost would be to print the publication, as there were no
records from previous years – and times had changed as well. So we decided to get
sample prices based on an expectation of what the final product would need to be.
To do this, we had to define our specifications for the book. The following is what we
came up with (note that some of these changed as we finalized our printing). Our primary
goal was to get a publication that we could sell to members and stores at ~$4 per copy
and still make some amount of money for the club, while allowing a 40% - 60% markup
by the store for their 'normal' profit margin. (This also allows the store to discount the
book to customers with special discount cards.) It was decided that the club members
who wished to be published would pay $4 per page – the same as had been done for the
last printing.
With these in mind, a list of local printers was compiled and specifications were placed at
several web sites. At the time of this printing, there were websites that would take the
specification for a book and distribute it to a large number of web-based printers. Local
printers were then contacted and given the specifications.



A spreadsheet was prepared with the information as it was received. An example of the
spreadsheet is attached as APPENDIX IV – Example of Spreadsheet Data. I met with
members of the board and presented the spreadsheet as well as a graph showing the
variation in cost. (Example in APPENDIX V – Example of Graph of Spreadsheet Data.)
One important thing that had to be kept in mind is that by having each contributor pay $4
a page, this effectively offset the cost of the book. The critical factor that the club had to
be concerned about was the bottom line 'cost to the club' – which was reflected in the
data.
The decision was made that we wanted to go with perfect binding. This would allow
more pages, looks more professional, and was priced through the web publishers lower
than other binding options offered by local printers. None of the local printers bid for
perfect binding, and the less costly options they offered were still higher than the web
vendors.
Specifications were outlined and members were notified.
Most members sent in hard copy to be scanned. It was discovered that scanning doesn't
understand poetry at all and, when presented with typewritten material from a machine
with defective keys or old ribbon, can be very creative. Proofreading was crucial to
eliminate scanning errors. However, even with the correcting that had to be done, the
whole process of moving the material into the book was greatly simplified.
The book was initially assembled by sequencing the material as it was submitted.
Previous versions had used an alphabetical by author format, or alphabetical by title. The
thought was that some sequence would be decided on, and the works moved around. The



final result was to leave things as they had come in. A couple of things were considered
here.
1. The committee wanted to keep all of one author's works together –
believing that many people, buying the book, would be particularly
interested in certain authors and want to read all of those works.
2. The committee wanted to have a good 'mixture' of prose and poetry as
a potential reader might 'flip' through the book. It just happened that
the order of submission gave us that. In a couple of cases some pieces
were moved to maintain a pleasant pagination of prose works flowing
over two pages. (That is, every effort was made to keep at least two
pages of a more than one page work on facing pages.)
The committee also decided to not have any "continued from" or "continued to" in
the book. This was for two reasons:
1. All 'continuations' were on sequential pages – the reader was never
going to have to skip a page to find the next page of a selection
2. Adding this on every page would increase the page count by forcing
some selections to go to an additional page which would not otherwise
be required.
The software used to assemble the book was MS Publisher 2000, using the "book fold"
page setup. This shows the cover of the book as a single page and then each following
page as a two-page layout. The Text Frame Overflow tool was used, which allowed each
individual author's text – all of it – to be put into the book and then 'flowed' into the
required number of text frames on subsequent pages. The program also can do spell

checking, but this version cannot do any grammar checking. Formatting "styles" were
used to maintain continuity for text, titles, and authors. Page numbering was done
automatically, but with this version, it is extremely difficult to tell the program to "skip" a
certain number of pages and start numbering on a page other than the "cover." Similarly,
this version does not allow for automatic generation of a Table of Contents (TOC). Later
versions of the program do have these features.
Because of the lack of TOC generation and grammar checking, text was exported into
MS WORD 2000 for these features. Some reediting had to be done here, but it was less
difficult than trying to do the manual work in Publisher. The WORD file was also used
to generate the individual author's text copy for their own proofing.
Committee members were emailed a .pdf file for proofing, with the thought that each
member could print out their own copy. This did not seem to work too well, as copies
provided at the committee meeting were snapped up to be taken for proofing. Printing out
these copies, along with the printing of my own proofing copies and the copies of the
authors' proofing text was the greatest expense incurred during the production phase.
Although there was some concern that giving the authors their text for proofing might
generate massive revisions, this did not occur. There were some changes requested, but
they were few and easily implemented.
There was some confusion about what "proofing" meant, along with what amount of
"editing" the committee and I were going to do. Since each member was paying to put
their work in, I decided, with the strong backing of the board, that we were only doing
"copy-editing" and proofing for typos caused by the production process or other elements



that seemed to be inadvertent glitches caused by the original typist. Special care was
taken with poetry, in the belief that it is the poet's right to select their words, their
punctuation, and their capitalization.
I made a judgment call after getting the input from the individual proofers and called
some members where the proofers picked up elements they felt might need to be
corrected. If I could not reach the author, or the author did not respond, then the material
was left as submitted. If the author did not want the change, the item was not changed.
The director, Bernie Reading and his wife, Phyllis were very proactive in contacting all
the club members and encouraging submissions. Without this, I am not sure if the book
could have met its short deadlines. With all submissions in, the book was at 136 pages –
and the writing was excellent. The question was asked, could we get an ISBN number
from any of the printers and, if so, what would it cost. Some of the low-bidding printers
were asked this and it seemed that this would be possible.
The new specifications were summarized, (APPENDIX II – Specifications for
INKLINGS) sent out, and responses received. Express Media was still the low bidder
and, in the process, had also come across as an 'easy to do business with' firm – some of
the others had elaborate forms, processes, things to be signed, or software loading
processes. We decided to give them the project.
The price was so low, and the quality of our work so good, that the question was asked:
What would it cost if we took the cover into full color? There were several options that
were offered, and in reviewing them, the decision was made to go with the next-to-thehighest version (APPENDIX VI – EXPRESS MEDIA GROUP PRICES). This was a full



color cover, but not with a full lamination. If our print run was going to be 500 copies,
then we could have gone with full lamination. We requested they send us a copy of their
work, which they promptly did. They also said that after the initial printing any additional
copies in any amount could be purchased at the cost per book based on the original order
plus, of course, shipping.
A billing was prepared for each contributor detailing the number of pages they had to pay
for as well as allowing them to pre-order and pay for any additional copies for their
friends/family (APPENDIX III – INKLINGS Invoice).This worked out very well, as that
income also was available to underwrite the publication. All money was to be given to
the treasurer.
The actual costs involved were really only the costs of the ink cartridges used in
printing proof copies of the books. I get free paper for ink cartridges turned in, so there
was not much of a cost incurred there. Time was donated. It should be noted that if the
club had had to pay someone to do the layout, the cost would have increased by a very
significant amount.
After final proofing, the cover was created and the files uploaded to the Express
Media Web site. A proof copy was received in 4 days and approved. We made no
changes to the proof copy – resisting the urge to reproof or reedit copy. This was, our
Customer Sales Representative told me, highly unusual. Most people, she said, don't even
start their proofing and editing until they get the first formal proof copy – and the cost
goes up each time another proof has to be generated. The first payment of 25% was sent
to allow printing to start. Within 5 days the printing was completed and the final check
was sent. The books arrived at Miriam Griffith's on Monday, April 26. The total cost,


including shipping, was $544.50 plus $50 for the ISBN number. This was at $490 for the
books ($2.45 each) plus $54.50 for shipping). We ended up on schedule and on budget!
RECOMMENDATIONS:
1. Start earlier with collecting material – at least three months should
be allowed for this. Be prepared to call members and ask them to
submit something.
2. As a Guild, or a special committee, examine the best publication
date.
3. Typed submissions should just be on 8½ x11 paper. It is confusing
to have people try to type to the finished, formatted size. No one
seemed particularly concerned about the number of pages their
submission was going to take.
4. Allow more time for proofing and plan to provide each proofer
with their own hard copy of the book.
5. Get email addresses for everyone on the committee. It would also
be a good idea to start to collect these for each Guild member.
6. For the Guild: define the process to be followed for a project such
as this. Who approves what, what exact things does the
membership as a whole have to approve – and then allow time for
anything involving the whole membership.
7. Early invoicing and then allowing members to prebuy copies of the
book seemed to go very well. I believe the whole book was paid
for before it was even printed.



See Appendices pp. 36-42

2005- Denny Girard and Kit Henderson at March Guild meeting

Jim Kelly with Ann Favreau at Englewood Elementry Poetry Awards

In Jim’s words,
Each year the language arts teachers and I conduct a poetry contest for the 5th
graders at E.E.S. The Suncoast Writers Guild provides the judges and prizes. We



introduce the students to a form of free verse poetry. The winning entries have their
poetry published in the Inklings.The students become enthused with writing poetry and
the results are very rewarding.

2006 - Cheryl Baker took over as editor for PenPoints, the guild’s newsletter, and took it
in a new direction in 2009. In her words,
PenPoints - June, 2006 was my first issue as editor. Phyllis Reading and I think Bernie
did it before me. It was first sent out as an email attachment, I'm going to say, in
2009. Almost everyone now receives the newsletter and the roster by email, which has
saved the Guild hundreds of dollars in printing and mailing costs, not to mention saving a
few trees.
Also in 2006, Guild Meeting at the Englewood Art Center



Margaret Jones at Guild Poetry and Prose Critique

Marion Sheridan, Kit Henderson, Pat Strunck, and Jane Gill at Guild meeting



The Guild Christmas Party at Boca Royal Country Club

2007- The Little Band of Writers formed and made Steve Baumann’s column “Our
Town” for The Sun-Herald in 2009. He showcased its history and musicians. Linda Lou
Lewis kicked the whole thing off when she performed a solo at the Guild’s Christmas
party in 2007. She formed the band in 2008, and they gave their first performance at that
year’s Christmas party. Then they went public in 2009 with shows at Kelleys II Tavern
on Dearborn in Englewood. After that, they branched out to nursing homes and other
venues. Their St. Patrick’s Day performances at Kelley II live on in Englewood lore.
To paraphrase Linda Lou, “We didn’t have a lot of polish and sometimes we got it
right and sometimes we didn’t.” But she claims to this day that they have had a lot of fun,
and “sometimes you just have to make music for the joy of what comes out.”
The writers/musicians were:



Cheryl Baker: percussion
Murry Davis: ukulele and harmonica
Rhet Evans: keyboard and tambourine
Linda Lou Lewis: guitar and mandolin
Joanne Phillips: lap harp
Bernie Reading: spoons and slide kazoo
Leroy Sexton: guitar
Marion Sheridan: bongos
* The Band continues to this day, and Linda Lou has taken it in a new direction.
She and Cheryl Baker collaborated with Jean Airey on the Suncoast Players.
2009 - The Suncoast Players, headed by Jean Airey, Linda Lou Lewis, and Cheryl Baker
offered another creative outlet for our guild members and also gave back to the
community. Every spring, during the Lemon Bay History Festival, the Players perform a
Billery Dean mystery play. Here is the information for the 2011 play, The Case of the
Crushed Conch. The great detective – and fisherman – Billery Dean returns for the third
year in a classic murder mystery during Englewood’s celebration of its historic past. This
time it’s 1957 and a hurricane has forced evacuation of Manasota Key. Evacuees have
taken refuge in the Historic Green St. Church where the members of a traveling circus
band join them.
The proceeds benefit the Historic Green Street Church restoration.



2012 - Long Writers established. Jean Airey came up with the name for a group of
writers who were working on longer writings, some were even novel length. The long
writers wanted more pages reviewed and more in-depth critiques than the monthly
workshops provided. However, realizing that face to face time was also important, Jean
suggested that at the monthly meetings, on the second Saturday, members network
instead of going over the critiques. Members submit up to 20 pages a month by email,
and the critiquers email their comments by return email. The comment option on Word
works well for embedding suggestions and recognition for some terrific writing. Careful
critiquing drew comments such as tulips don’t grow in Florida and those things that grow
on palm trees are fronds, not leaves as well as suggestions on plot and character
development and word choice and POV resolutions. The group has read memoirs, science
fiction, historical fiction, and murder mysteries.



TIMELINE

1990

Englewood Area Writers Guild formed with six members and first
Inklings published. Membership reached in the high 40’s, professional
critiques for members, logo designed, and writers conference at
Englewood Golf and Country Club. Lary Crewes, Sarasota mystery writer,
spoke at the first program in November. Frank J. Ford designed the logo.
Lucile Cavanaugh published Why Me? A Woman’s Search for Healing
and Bernie Sullivan published Hannah’s Story.

1991

Membership in the 50’s. By vote, decided to publish Inklings on even
years. Juanita Beresford-Redman published While Morning Stars Sang.
Roy Ault published You’re Driving Me Crazy.

1992

Two sessions of professional critiques for members. Helen Voorhees died
and Guild purchased books for the Elsie Quirk Library in her name.

1993

Meeting location moved to Lemon Bay Garden Clubhouse. Membership
in the 60’s. Professional critiques, workshops, and annual November
conference. Dora K. Smith formed the Poetry Pod.

1994

The Poetry Pod published their own books. Anne Giles presented a poetry
workshop, “Marketing Your Writing.” The Guild was invited to
participate in a Christmas story contest.

1995

Anne Giles returned to participate in the Englewood Area Writer’s Guild
Conference. Roy King published Seagrapes and Betty Kurtz published
“Neighbor” in The House by the Side of the Road.

1996

Kit Henderson published Gifts that Linger.

1997

Juanita Beresford-Redman was one of twelve poets selected nationwide to
participate in the Kenyon (Ohio) Summer Poetry Workshop with
Professor Tom McKeown. She served as Guild President in 1992-93 and
2001.

1998

Jim Kelly joined the Suncoast Writers Guild and became an active
volunteer at the Englewood Elementary School teaching free form verse.
His work with elementary students earned him a Special Projects Award
from Sarasota County.

1999

Jean Airey created an official web site www.suncoastwriters.com

2000

60 members.


2001

Juanita Beresford-Redman published To Search For The Purple Fish,
which was nominated for the Pushcart Prize in Poetry.

2002

Membership was 35. Willie Gurlacz published Sincerely.

2003

Bernie Reading dedicated columns in The Sun to each of the six founding
members.

2004

Jean Airey brought modern technology to Inklings.

2005

Member of the Arts & Humanities Council of Charlotte County, Inc.
Loretta “Rhet” Evans featured in the Englewood Sun. She wrote humorous
tales and poems for newspapers, magazines, and radio station promos. Her
book, Herdstorions of the United States was a spoof of politicians and
celebrities with computerized cow caricatures of celebrated characters.

2006

Membership back up to 60. James Kelly published In Place.

2007

Bernie Reading published Love, Laughter, Ice Cream and Whiskey in
Old Englewood filled with his poetry, photos, and stories.

2008

The Englewood Little Band of Writers began performances in area nursing
homes and on St. Patrick’s Day performed at Kelley’s Bar, Englewood.
First performance was at the Boca Royale Country Club for the Christmas
party. Members collaborated with artists to provide lines of poetry
inspired by the art work on the benches along Dearborn Street. Gaile
Harpan published Calvin the Cat.

2009

Jean Airey and Cheryl Baker unveil the new Guild website. Ann Favreau
published her book, Window Eyes. Steve Bauman of the Englewood Sun
interviewed Linda Lou Lewis about the Little Band of Writers. Denny
Girard published Branches.

2010

Jean Airey published her collection of short stories, Fireside Tales. The
Lemon Bay Art Alliance with poets from the Guild installed the final three
art benches, complete with lines of poetry. Open Mic program at Elsie
Quirk Library.

2011

Jane Gill published her novel, Matter of Pride. She was named a finalist
for the Literary Palm Award from the Florida Writers Association. The
Guild was a sponsor of the Second Dearborn Street Book Festival.
Margaret Jane Jones published her novel, Summer on the Sun-Up. Jean
Airey's The Case of the Crushed Conch, presented by the Suncoast
Players Feb. 4-11, 2011. The Guild offered Bernie Reading Student
Scholarships (1-yr membership in Guild for up to 4 high school students
who applied and submitted writing samples)


2012

Guild continued its support for the Dearborn Street Book Festival and
sponsored the writing contest. Don Westerfield published his first book of
poetry, Casting Shadows. Jean Airey and Kate Nixon formed The Long
Writers. Tammie Diehl published The Kiss. Carolyn Gregsak published
Flight of Migration.

2013

Jane Gill won the Southern Writers Magazine short story contest. Victoria
Howard, a 2009 Joan Hessayon Award Finalist author, had book signing
after her workshop with the Guild. Guild poets composed lines of poetry
for photos on display at the Englewood Art Center. At the Dearborn Street
Festival Don Westerfield won first place for his short story. Four out of six
awards were awarded to Suncoast Writers Guild members. Kate Nixon
published The Heirloom Pearls.

2014

Guild sponsored a writing contest for the Lemon Bay History Festival and
joined the Florida Writers Association. Lina Decrescenzo published Lovethe Missing Word.

2015

Diane Madsen published an article on the new PBS series "Arthur &
George" in the Sept. issue of PBS Expressions magazine. The Guild
sponsored the Poetry Slam at Lemon Bay High School. Kate Nixon won
first place at the Dearborn Street Book Festival for her short story. Daniel
Cinelli published 100 Short Stories. J. Jeff Cochran published Caught in
a Past Reflection. At the end of 2015, the membership stood at 61.



“Today”
By Bernie Reading 2006
Bernie’s wife, Phyllis, sent this poem for inclusion in the Guild history with the note that
this poem is her favorite one of his.

Today
Is all we have
I will love and care
for that escaping piece
of time
to the depths
of my knowledge
and feeling.

Yesterday is gone
like and ill-treated gift
taken back
and tomorrow will
have to care for
itself, but my today
is a beloved creature
of possibilities
that
I can touch
as my eyes touch
the beauty of the clouds
that live
only once.



“Salute”
by Linda Lou Lewis*

Young men and women, I salute you.
I offer you my heartfelt thanks,
for today you have reminded me
that I once stood among your ranks;
Before life became a river flowing
over meager pleasures and mediocre pain,
when the pigments with which I painted life
were still vivid and strong enough to stain.
Honor your unbridled sense of life,
Nurture it in spirit and in truth.
Make of it a joyful proclamation of
the power of indomitable youth.
And do not be persuaded to surrender it
for the insipid praise of others, when
it is unlikely you will you will ever have
what it would cost to buy it back again.

*Linda Lou read her poem to the Lemon Bay High School students participating in the
2015 Poetry Slam while the judges were tallying the scores. I find it is always an honor to



hear a writer read his/her own words, and Linda Lou spoke from the heart to the young
poets.

Writings from Past Members
Marcye Armington Bitler: It is important to take a moment each day to appreciate.
Lois A. Burr: Gladys Timmons rocked on the front porch of her small clapboard cottage
overlooking the valley. Red, chapped hands rested on the chair arms; slippered feet
barely reached the floor.
From Truth and Lies
Kaye Daly: To think, to write, to compose---praise for the writer in all of us.
Ed Ellis:

Diamonds of the heart

Willie Gurlacz:

There's a smile in my soul,
each spring, when arms,
clothed in soft blossoms,
reach out to bestow a,
purple benediction

From “Jacaranda Time”

Richard Haines:

The Silent Snow Speaks
Words only our Soul will Hear.
Peace Needs No Reply.

From "Haiku"



D. J. Hausman-Hill: Enjoy these days, be grateful too, that you have much and you are
you.
from "At Summer's End"
Personal note: Englewood Suncoast Writers Guild has been a lifeline to the muse for me
for the past 10 years. Folks there became friends who encouraged, inspired and made me
feel accepted. We celebrated our various gifts and challenged each other to do our best
writing.
Oh, how I miss you, and wish I could replicate you where I live!
Rosmarie Stiller:

Winding roads of yesterdays
When the grass was lush and the corn was ripe

From “Another Time”



Writings by Current Members

Jean Airey: Writing in a safe space -- support, friendship, laughter, sharing sorrow.
Roy Ault: We interrupt our regular programming to bring you this special news
bulletin.
From “The Last Of The Americans"
Cheryl Baker: Maybe love's our legacy, a miracle meant for you and me.
From song “Maybe Love”
H. T. Barnes: Through the telescopic site, her finger still on the trigger, she watched his
head snap back, his body convulse, and the red kayak rolled over into the frigid froth of
the Savage river’s roaring rapids; chambering a fresh cartridge, she then sited on the slut
that had stolen him from her.
From Savage Four Play
Cary Brunswick: As Jan opened the door, she looked back, eyes moist, and said, ``he
used to joke with his friend Karl about making contracts with God or the devil (they
would say it didn’t matter which) for a healthy life and then dying at a certain time. At
least I thought they were joking.’’
Kari Burgess: Memories occur in flashes and whispers in my mind creating an
overwhelming desire, a constant demand, to share those memories by writing them
down. Remember! Remember! Remember!
From “The House”



Jeff Cochran: Fatigue registered with him for the first time as he sat softly on the bed.
He leaned back on the pillow and tried to grapple with the craziness and the reality that
he was about to spend the night 200 years in the past.
From “Caught in a Past Reflection”

She stands well,
like the comfort of great tradition
graceful,
elegant,
as beautiful as love’s promise.
Tammie Diehl:

Welcome to the back porch of my mind
Sit down in the rocking chair of old memories,
Or feel free to swing in the hammock of new discoveries.
It's okay to sit silently and listen to the crickets,
Or just watch the fireflies' s soft glow.
No need to talk of anything .
Welcome to talk of everything,
It doesn't matter just as long as
You are here –
On the back porch of my mind
Sharing the sweet lemonade of life. - 11-12-11

Lina Decrescenzo: I felt free like a bird to come and go, the only thing against me was
time. It was flying so fast.


Ann Favreau:

I’ve let them fly,
Mind thoughts
Soul beams
Metaphors and memories
Self-expression brought to life.

Denny Girard: LIFE BEGINS WITH A SLAP AND A CRY.
CA Gregsak: Or is this some childhood pebble in my shoe?
From “Fabric for my Dreams,” Flight of Migration
Gail Harpan: If you are alive - then you must live with all the gusto you can bring to
this universe!
Lorriane Harrison:

We pass through limbo this place called earth,
with common bookends
Death and birth

She sat and stared at the envelope. Inside was a five thousand dollar check. Sandy had
spent close to that amount in one afternoon. Yesterday Molly would have thought that
was a lot of money. Today, she didn’t.
From Broken Shells
Denise Hart:

What does the pelican see
flying inches from the water’s surface?

From “Sunset Pelican” by Carla Malmquist #18 Oil


Pam Heady: iPhone lights swallow the airport window
from “The Airport Window”
Mary Margaret Jones: The morning sun reminds us that each day begins with hope, a
new start----another chance.
From Summer on the Sun-Up, Christmas on the Sun-Up, and Springtime on the SunUp.
Jim Kelly:

Blue notes frolic on the inside of the window,
hinting of soft and easy.

From “Blue Notes”
Leah Klein: Doctor Metcalf moved the guest chair into position for her and whispered,
“You may hold his hand and talk softly to him. But keep it calm. There’s plenty of time
for ‘what happened’ later.
From After all the Time
Alice S. Leventhal: wearily, rocking in the old oak chair
From Sitting on Front Porch
Linda Lou Lewis: Sing the song you're given, and sing it with all of your heart.
Diane Madsen: “There’s good and there’s bad,” John Wayne drawled laconically in
some movie or another, “And you’re either doing one or the other,” and this morning I
was definitely doing bad and hoping I wouldn’t get caught.
From the first Literati Mystery, A Cadger’s Curse



George Mahoney: I felt weighed down, a modern Sisyphus, repeating the same actions
over and over with no end in sight, while frequently dealing with chronic complainers
and demanding ingrates.
From “Sanctuaries”
David Metcalf: Golf is weird. It is the only activity in the world where below par is a
good thing.
Kate Nixon: The voice was an instrument and somehow reminded him of something
stolen from him, the theft unrecognized until this moment.
From The Heirloom Pearls
Randy Nixon:

Living in the shadows,
And dancing in the dark.
You are so far way
But you always leave your mark.

From “Living in the Shadows”
Phyllis Reading:

Mining was in his blood and his life
Crawling on his belly digging in the coal
Doing it for his children and wife
Down in the mine so far below.

From “Coal Mine”
Deborah Robinson: I am a good friend, the best parent that I can be, a war veteran and I
am a drug addict.
From NOT JUST AN ADDICT
Judy Rousseau: December, 1969: God ceased to exist for me at age thirty-two.



From Evolution of a Reluctant Atheist: Enjoy the Evidence
Leroy Sexton: Every day you can get out of bed is a good day. There are so many in
worse shape than I.
Marion Sheridan: Could this one afternoon of discovery have resulted in years of
heartache for one of the participants?
From “The Phone Call”
Don Westerfield Sr.: When I've turned to dust you see,
my spirit will be free to climb,
there you'll find a trace of me
in the shadows I leave in time.
From “Shadows”, in Casting Shadows.



Additional Information about Publishing Inklings by Jean Airey
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APPENDIX I – Submission Requirements

INKLINGS ANTHOLOGY
How do I get in it?
Any member in good standing may have their selected writings printed in the
anthology. There is a charge per page for each item you submit, so how much you want
to put in is your choice.
How much does it cost?
$4 per page – as finally printed.
I’ve got a story to put in, how can I estimate what this will cost?
Estimate about 370 words per page, or, if you have lots of short paragraphs, about
38 lines. You can set up on a computer and try it out. The page size is 5.5 w by 8.5 tall
with margins of .75” at the top, bottom, left and right. Font is Ariel, size is 11.
So for a poem, how do I figure it?
Counting your title and your byline as lines, you have about 38 lines per page.
The border around this page shows the size you need to work with. Again, we can adjust
slightly if you would have one or two lines wandering alone on a single page to make it
fit without looking bad.
Do I get a free copy of the final book?
Each contributor will get one free copy of the book. We expect to be able to offer
all club members a very nice discount if they want to buy one or more copies.



I’m not good at thinking up questions right now, who can I contact with any?
For questions on publication, contact: Jean Airey, (941) 474-3764, Inklings
Committee Chairperson.
I know what I want in the book, how do I submit it?
The preferred method is via computer file. MS WORD (.doc) files and MS
Publisher 2000 files are fine. WORD can read text files (.txt and .rft) and many other
word processing programs. You can email the file(s) to: Njean1943@aol.com and be sure
to mention “Inklings” in the header or Jean will think it’s spam and delete it. You can put
the file(s) on a floppy or a CD-ROM and mail or drop off to: 916 Suncrest Lane,
Englewood, FL 34223. If you don’t have access to a computer, you can type it on regular
sized white paper— one item to a sheet— and Jean will scan it in. Please do not send
hand-written copy.
I’ve got a computer, but I don’t understand what I need to do!
Jean can help you, call her. – (941) 474-3764
Can I help put this together?
Of course! We will be needing help – especially when it comes to the final proof
reading! Please, if you’d like to help, call Jean and let her know what you’d be willing to
do.
What’s the deadline to submit something?
MARCH 1. Absolute, final. You can start submitting as soon as you leave this
meeting, but the latest we will be able to accept material will be as of midnight, March 1,
2004.



APPENDIX II – Specifications for INKLINGS
Final specifications for INKLINGS

1. Size: 5.5 x 8.5
2. Binding: Perfect binding, printing on spine.
3. Total interior pages: 136
Quote should be for sufficient weight paper to have no "bleed through"

4. Cover: Index Weight, solid color (light color), black ink printed on one side of
cover.

5. Total number of copies: 200

6. Please quote with and without furnishing of an ISBN number and bar code.

7. Include estimate of shipping cost.

8. Would like response on cost of reprinting if additional copies are needed.





APPENDIX III – INKLINGS Invoice
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APPENDIX V – Example of Graph of Spreadsheet Data
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APPENDIX VI – EXPRESS MEDIA GROUP PRICES
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